In this paper, we shall use the concepts of -open and -open sets to define some new types of weakly nano continuity such as; -continuous, *-continuous, **-continuous, -continuous, *-continuous and **-continuous maps. Also, we shall explain the relationships between these types of weakly nano continuity and the concepts of nano continuity. Moreover, we shall prove some theorems, properties, remarks and give counter examples about these new concepts of weakly nano continuity. Mathematics Subject Classification (2010): 54A05, 54B05.
INTRODUCTION
M.L. Thivagar and C. Richard [1] present nano topological space (or simply ) on a subset of a universe which is defined with respect to lower and upper approximations of . He studied about the weak forms of nano open sets. Q.H. Imran [3] presented the concept of -open sets in nano topological spaces. The objective of this paper is to present new types of weakly nano continuity such as; -continuous, *-continuous, **-continuous, -continuous, *-continuous and **-continuous maps. Also, we shall explain the relationships between these types of weakly nano continuity and the concepts of nano continuity. Moreover, we shall prove some theorems, properties, remarks and give counter examples about these new concepts of weakly nano continuity.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, and (or simply and ) constantly mean on which no separation axioms are normal unless for the most part determined. For a set in a , , and denote the nano closure of , the nano interior of and the nano complement of respectively. is **-continuous and is *-continuous, then is a **-continuous. viii. If is **-continuous and is -continuous, then is a -continuous. ix. If is -continuous and is **-continuous, then is a *-continuous.
x. If is -continuous and is **-continuous, then is a **-continuous.
Proof:
i is a -open set in . Thus, is a **-continuous. The proof is obvious for others. 
